ABSTRACT In smart home networks, the traffic is often asymmetric (i.e., the uplink traffic load of a node is not equal to its downlink traffic load). This paper is concerned with how to achieve asymmetric transmission for a full-duplex (FD) IoT network (where the AP and nodes are FD-enabled). Most existing related schemes considered a partial FD network consisting of an FD AP and half-duplex (HD) nodes and achieved asymmetric transmission via PHY-layer mechanisms such as power control. However, for an FD network, the MAC-layer scheduling mechanism might be better to achieve asymmetric transmission than the PHY-layer power-control mechanism which will introduce complex interference management. To this end, we propose a simple and novel MAC scheduling scheme called AT-MAC to support asymmetric transmission in an FD IoT network. In our design, we differentiate uplink-dominant (UD) and downlink-dominant (DD) nodes. Upon receiving a packet, a receiver determines whether to execute a reverse transmission to the peer or to initiate a new transmission to a third node according to the type of UD and DD nodes. Next, we develop a theoretical framework to evaluate the throughput of AT-MAC. The extensive simulations verify that our design is very effective (namely, it can achieve the asymmetric transmission, while fully utilizing the FD gain to maximize the system throughput and lower the packet delay) and our theoretical model is very accurate. This paper is very helpful for designing quality-of-service-oriented FD MAC protocols.
I. INTRODUCTION
In a typical smart home network (as shown in Figure 1 ), different devices (e.g., laptops, smart TVs, sensors, etc.) are connected to an access point (AP) or a smart home gateway via Wi-Fi. These devices usually generate two types of asymmetric traffic.
• Downlink-dominant (DD) traffic. In such traffic, the downlink traffic load of a device is significantly larger than its uplink traffic load. For example, when a user is browsing webpage via laptop, he might be downloading large-size movies.
• Uplink-dominant (UD) traffic. In such traffic, the uplink traffic load of a device is significantly larger than its downlink traffic load. For example, when a sensor controller, which is associated with surveillance camera and sensors, is uploading collected data
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(i.e., surveillance video) to the smart home gateway, it will also receive sporadic control messages (so as to change the surveillance mode and range) from a remote user. In traditional smart home network, the transmission is half-duplex (i.e., each transmission is in one direction). The recent physical layer technology, wireless full-duplex (FD) [1] , [2] , is making it possible to simultaneously transmit data in both directions between two nodes. By adopting the self-interference cancellation (SIC) technique such as analog and digital cancellation [2] , [4] and phase cancellation [16] , one node can correctly decode the transmission from another one by cancelling its own transmission (i.e., self-interference), then achieving simultaneous transmission and reception within the same channel, thereby improving channel utilization significantly. In this paper, we assume an FD smart home network and study how to deliver asymmetric traffic efficiently therein. Wireless FD inherently supports symmetric simultaneous transmission FIGURE 1. A typical smart home network, where the traffic is often asymmetric. For example, the downlink traffic load of a smart TV is significantly larger than its uplink traffic load, while the uplink traffic load of a sensor controller is significantly larger than its downlink traffic load.
(i.e., the traffic amount in both directions between two nodes is equal) [3] - [6] . However, for asymmetric traffic, without careful design, the medium access control (MAC) layer cannot always benefit from the wireless FD gain of the physical layer. Therefore, it is crucial to design a novel MAC scheme that supports asymmetric transmission effectively. By adopting appropriate MAC scheduling methods, the asymmetric transmission can be executed between two nodes or among three nodes, and further improves the channel utilization. This paper is devoted to this challenging task.
Existing related works [3] - [15] considered achieving the asymmetric transmission. However, most of them assumed a partial FD network consisting of an FD AP and halfduplex (HD) nodes, and achieved asymmetric transmission via PHY-layer mechanisms such as power control. These power-control methods might complicate the design and introduce additional interference management cost. In our viewpoint, for an FD Wi-Fi network where the AP and nodes are FD-enabled, we may achieve the asymmetric transmission only using the MAC scheduling mechanism. Our main contributions are summarized below.
• We propose a simple and novel FD MAC protocol (called AT-MAC) to achieve asymmetric transmission according to uplink-dominant (UD) or downlink-dominant (DD) requirements of each user. The basic idea behind AT-MAC protocol is as follows. For uplink transmission (from a node to the AP), the AP will trigger a two-node or three-node FD according to the requirements of the uplink sender; for downlink transmission, a two-node or three-node FD will be formed according to the requirements of the downlink target receiver. By simply providing UD and DD information to the AP, our AT-MAC can easily enable simultaneous transmissions in both directions, while satisfying the traffic requirements of each user. In contrast, as mentioned above, most related works achieved the asymmetric transmission via complex physical-layer mechanisms.
• We develop a theoretical framework to model the performance of AT-MAC. With this model, we can exactly calculate the per-node uplink throughput(i.e., the throughput that a node sends to the AP), the per-node downlink throughput (i.e., the throughput that the AP sends to a node), and the system throughput (i.e., the overall and downlink throughput). In contrast, most existing related studies were done via simulation only. Note that our previous work [17] just considered a subset of the whole AT-MAC design and evaluated the performance via simulations, while this paper significantly extends [17] (namely, presents a complete design and theoretically model the performance).
• We run extensive simulations to verify the feasibility of our AT-MAC and the accuracy of our theoretical model. Also, we compare AT-MAC with the related protocols in [4] and [7] . The simulation results verify that AT-MAC can well achieve its objectives, say, achieving asymmetric transmission according to the requirements of each user (see Figure 11 ), while others cannot (see Figure 12 ). In addition, AT-MAC can outperform the protocols in [4] and [7] in terms of packet delivery ratio (see Figure 13 ,), and mean MAC access delay (see Figure 14) . The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the related works on symmetric and asymmetric transmissions. In Section III, we outline our design idea. Section IV details our AT-MAC design. Section V theoretically analyzes the performance of AT-MAC. Section VI presents the simulation results to verify our design. Section VII concludes this paper. 
II. RELATED WORKS
In this paper, we aim at designing a MAC scheduling scheme to achieve asymmetric transmission in a wireless LAN consisting of an FD AP and FD nodes. Our study is different from existing works in terms of either the design objective (say, some of them aimed at achieving symmetric transmission), or the network scenario (say, most of them consider the coexistence of an FD centralized entity and HD nodes), and the method of achieving asymmetric transmission (say, some of them adopted power control schemes to do so). Below, we roughly classify related works into three categories (as listed in Table 1 ) and specify the difference between theirs and ours, respectively. [8] , [12] - [15] The authors in this category mainly adopted power control (instead of MAC scheduling as in ours) to achieve asymmetric transmission. For example, Yu et al. [8] considered the asymmetric traffic loads in a cellular network, and jointly adopted power control and channel allocation to meet traffic requirements of uplink and downlink. Malik et al. [12] jointly adopted power control and rate allocation to maximize the downlink transmission rate, while guaranteeing the uplink transmission requirement. Liu et al. [13] , [14] considered bidirectional traffic asymmetry and investigated the performance gain of the FD cellular network over the HD network, when different multiplexing techniques (say, time division multiplexing, frequency division multiplexing) are employed in an FD cellular network. Sarret et al. [15] considered a 5G ultra-dense small cell network and analyzed the performance of symmetric and asymmetric transmissions. [7] , [9] - [11] In this category, Qu et al. [9] and Kim and Kim [10] balanced the traffic amount by letting mutually hidden FD nodes transmit packet simultaneously. Their method is unsuitable for our focused single-cell network (where all nodes can hear each other). Alim and Watanabe [11] adopted a centralized scheme (instead of a distributed scheme as in ours) to achieve the symmetric transmission. Choi et al. [7] adopted power control and interference management to maximize the channel capability. Their method will lead to asymmetric transmission because they assign more transmission opportunities to the links that maximize the channel capability. However, different from their objective of maximizing the channel capability, we aim at providing more transmission opportunities to the link with high traffic amount than that with low traffic amount. [3] - [6] For example, in [3] and [4] , each node runs in the basic mode of 802.11 and initiates a transmission following the CSMA/CA mechanism. When a receiver decodes the header of a received packet and finds that the packet is delivered to itself, it would immediately start a reverse transmission to the sender. The scheme in [5] is similar to that in [3] and [4] , except that all nodes run in the RTS/CTS mode. Murad and Eltawil [6] defined a symmetry ratio of uplink and downlink traffic loads to balance the transmission amount in two directions.
A. ASYMMETRIC TRANSMISSION IN A CELLULAR NETWORK CONSISTING OF AN FD BS (BASIC STATIONS) AND HD NODES

B. ASYMMETRIC TRANSMISSION IN A WIRELESS LAN CONSISTING OF AN FD AP AND HD NODES
C. SYMMETRIC TRANSMISSION IN A WIRELESS LAN CONSISTING OF AN FD AP AND FD NODES
In short, different from these existing works, we consider an FD AP and FD nodes (instead of HD nodes), and achieve asymmetric transmission via MAC scheduling (instead of PHY-layer mechanisms such as power control). 
III. AT-MAC OVERVIEWS
In this section, we outline the design idea of AT-MAC. We consider an infrastructure-based Wi-Fi network, which consists of an access point (AP) and multiple nodes.
The main goal of our proposed AT-MAC is to enable each node to obtain the desired uplink/downlink throughput according to its requirement. AT-MAC follows the transmission pattern of CSMA/CA [18] : DIFS/Contention/ Transmission/SIFS/ACK, as shown in Figure 2 . The difference lies in the transmission part. In CSMA/CA, the transmission is one-way (i.e., sender receiver). However, in AT-MAC, by adopting the SIC technique and MAC scheduling scheme, the transmission can be two-way (i.e., sender receiver). For this reason, in AT-MAC, we define two types of transmissions:
In this paper, we present the AT-MAC design for a network where UD and DD nodes coexist. Note that when the network consists of either UD or DD nodes, the FD transmission reduces to the half-duplex transmission (as shown in Section IV-G), which is a special case of asymmetric transmission (defined in this paper).
IV. AT-MAC DESIGN DETAILS
In this section, we detail our AT-MAC design in an infrastructure-based wireless LAN. We assume that all signatures are orthogonal, and AP knows all signatures and can perform multiple correlation operations to detect multiple signatures simultaneously. Note that in full duplex context, the PTX can be initiated by either node, or AP, or a pair of nodes (i.e., a node initiates a PTX to AP, and AP also initiates a PTX to this node concurrently). Then, we present our design for six cases below:
• Case DD→AP, namely, when a DD node initiates a PTX to AP;
• Case UD→AP, namely, when a UD node initiates a PTX to AP;
• Case AP→DD, namely, when AP initiates a PTX to a DD node; VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 3. Relationship among all six cases.
• Case AP→UD, namely, when AP initiates a PTX to a UD node;
• Case AP↔node, namely, when a pair of nodes (AP and a node) initiate a PTX to each other simultaneously;
• Case collision, namely, the case where a collision occurs due to abnormal simultaneous transmissions. Figure 3 presents the relationship among all six cases, where all cases are divided according to the number of senders initiating a PTX, the sender type, and the receiver type, etc. In the following, focusing on the asymmetric FD transmission in Figure 2 , we first present the AT-MAC design case by case, and then introduce three special scenarios.
A. CASE DD→AP
When Case DD→AP occurs, e.g., DD node A wins the channel and initiates a PTX to AP. In our design, AP will trigger an STX to node A immediately. Then the asymmetric FD transmission occurs between the current DD node (i.e., node A) and AP, as shown in Figure 4 (a). We use Figure 4 (b) to further explain the transmission procedure for Case DD→AP. In this figure, when DD node A initials a PTX to AP, all of the rest nodes and AP pause their backoff counters, and then try to decode the received preamble and signatures of the incoming packet. In our design, like [19] , we concatenate two signatures with the physical layer preamble in the packet of each node and AP. For each node's packet, the first signature, Sig(UL), is a public uplink signature, and known to all nodes. The second signature, Sig(A), is a private signature of node A, and only known to AP and node A, and used to resolve the collision (please refer to Section IV.F). To detect each of these two signatures, we adopt the cross-correlation method, i.e., a receiver performs the correlation between the known signature and the incoming signal; when the correlation value is larger than a threshold, the receiver detects the known signature. Similarly, for AP's packet, the first signature, Sig(DL), is a public downlink signature, and also known to all nodes. The second signature, Sig(AP), is a private signature of AP.
In this case, after other nodes receive the preamble and correlate with the public uplink signature, Sig(UL), they all infer that the uplink is occupied by another node, so they proceed to suspend their backoff counters and not transmit. However, after AP receives the preamble and correlates with the private signature of node A, AP finds that DD node A is transmitting data to it, AP then immediately triggers an STX to node A no matter whether its backoff counter has been reduced to 0 or not. So, the FD transmission operation occurs between DD node A and AP. Note that in such two-node FD transmission scenarios, we adopt the self-interference cancellation (SIC) technique [1] , [2] to make sure that a sender can successfully receive the packet from another sender, not being interfered by its self-transmission. In this way, a node can achieve simultaneous transmission and reception. For example, in Figure 4 (a), AP (DD node A) can successfully decode the PTX (STX) transmission from node A (AP) after cancelling its self-transmission using SIC. Note that in this case, AP and node A would probability finish the transmissions asynchronously, since they start the PTX and STX at different time instance. In such a situation, we let node A continue sending a busy tone [4] to the AP, until the AP finishes the STX transmission. The reasons behind this can be explained in Section IV-C.
After DD node A and AP finish the transmission, they send ACK to each other concurrently after a SIFS interval time, as shown in Figure 2 .
B. CASE UD→AP
When UD node B wins the channel and initiates a PTX to AP, in our design, AP will trigger an STX to a random DD node (i.e., DD node A), then the asymmetric FD transmission happens among DD node A, UD node B, and AP, as shown in Figure 5 (a). We use Figure 5 (b) to further explain the transmission procedure for Case UD→AP. Unlike the Case DD→AP, there are two differences between them. Firstly, once the preamble and signatures of the incoming packet are decoded, AP will trigger an STX to one random selected DD node immediately, instead of triggering an STX to the sender. This is because the DD node requires more downlink throughput than UD node. For example, in Figure 5 (b), when UD node B starts a PTX to AP, after AP detects the private signature of node B, Sig(B), AP finds that node B is transmitting data to it, and this sender is a UD node. Therefore, AP will randomly select a DD node (i.e., DD node A) as its downlink receiver, and immediately start an STX to this DD node. By doing so, AP can allocate more downlink resource to DD node as much as possible. Note that in this process, AP acts as both the PTX receiver and the STX sender and it can successfully receive packet from the PTX using SIC. However, node A and node B do not need to use SIC since node A only acts as a receiver, whereas node B only acts as a sender.
Secondly, when UD node B initiates a PTX to AP and AP triggers an STX to DD node A, node A's reception will be interfered by node B's transmission. In this case, node A cannot cancel the interference from node B using SIC, since the SIC technique is only used to cancel selfinterference. Instead, to ensure that node A can decode AP's data at a negotiated data rate correctly, we require that the signal-to-interference-ratio at node A, SIR A , should be above a threshold γ th , namely, SIR A > γ th . According to Information Theory [20] , the channel capacity C increases as the signal-to-noise-ratio, SNR, increases; for example, if the noise is the additive white Gaussian noise, C = B × log (1+SNR), where B is the channel bandwidth. Assume that the noise at node A is mainly due to the node B's PTX transmission, i.e., ≈SIR A SNR, as shown in Figure 5 (a). By choosing an appropriate threshold γ th , we can ensure that the channel capacity is beyond the negotiated data rate, thereby guaranteeing a reliable transmission. Such a constraint condition of SIR is adopted in [9] as well.
Let P AP and P B be the transmission power of AP and UD node B, respectively. Let h AP,A be the channel gain between AP and node A, and h A,B be the channel gain between node A and node B. Then, the SIR at node A, SIR A , can be expressed
In this paper, we focus on the MAC-layer design and therefore assume that AP can acquire the channel gain between itself and each node by adopting some mechanism [6] . In indoor environments such as home, the channel gain rarely varies after nodes are deployed [22] . Thus, for ease of discussion, like [21] , the independent slow Rayleigh fading for the sender-receiver pair and the additive white Gaussian noise are adopted as the channel model. The AP first determines the DD nodes that meet the above SIR condition, and then chooses one randomly, and finally starts an STX to the chosen DD node. After the transmissions from a UD node to AP and from AP to the DD node are finished, AP and the DD node respectively send the corresponding ACK to a UD node and AP after a SIFS interval time.
C. CASE AP→DD
When AP initiates a PTX to DD node A, only UD nodes are allowed to contend for an STX, while DD nodes are forbidden to contend due to the asymmetric requirement. When the backoff counter of UD node is reduced to 0, it would start an STX to AP, then the asymmetric FD transmission can occur among a DD node, a UD node, and AP, as shown in Figure 6 (a).
We use Figure 6 (b) to further illustrate the transmission procedure for Case AP→DD. In this figure, when AP starts a PTX to DD node A, all the other nodes pause their backoff counters and then start detecting the signatures. When all nodes detect Sig(DL) successfully, they know that the downlink is occupied by a PTX, while the uplink is free for STX. In such case, like [6] and [23] , all other nodes can continue contending for an STX. This is contradiction with IEEE 802.11 standard, but it is reasonable in FD wireless communications. The reason is FD node can simultaneously execute an uplink transmission and downlink transmission by cancelling self-signal. VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 6. The AP initiates a PTX to the DD node: (a) the topology, and (b) the transmission procedure.
In our design, since a DD node has fewer requirements for the uplink transmission, and a UD node has more, then we let the DD node proceeds to suspending its backoff counter, and does not participate the contention until the asymmetric transmission is finished. The UD node, on the contrary, would first check if the incoming packet is for them by checking the address in MAC header. If the packet is for itself, it will trigger an STX to AP at once (i.e., Case AP→UD). Otherwise, the UD node continues decreasing its backoff until it correlates with a public uplink signature, Sig(UL), which means an STX has been initiated by another UD node. When the backoff counter decreases to 0, the UD node, such as UD node B, starts an STX to AP at once.
Note that in this case, AP and node B would probability finish the transmissions asynchronously, since they start the PTX and STX at different time instance. According to 802.11 standards [18] , after AP finishes the PTX transmission, node A needs to send back an ACK in a SIFS interval. However, because AP is receiving the data from node B, so node A's transmission will interfere with AP's receiving, and finally leads to a collision at AP side. In our design, we adopt a busy tone [4] as a way to mitigate this issue, as shown in Figure 5 (b). After AP finishes the PTX transmission, AP proceeds to send a busy tone until node B's transmission is completed. By doing so, AP and node B can finish the transmission synchronously, and then avoiding the ACK interference problem.
In addition, like the Case UD→AP, when a UD node triggers an STX to AP, there will be interference from this UD node to node A. To handle that, we only allow a UD node, which can satisfy SIR A > γ th , to decrease its backoff counter, and a UD node, which cannot satisfy this condition, has to suspend its backoff counter like a DD node. The SIR at node A can be expressed as
where P K denotes the power of UD node K, and h K ,A denotes the channel gain between UD node K and DD node A.
When AP and the UD node finish the transmission, DD node and AP send ACK to each other concurrently.
D. CASE AP→UD
When AP initiates a PTX to a UD node, this UD node will trigger an STX to AP immediately, which is similar to Case DD→AP. The transmission procedure can refer to Case DD→AP.
E. CASE AP↔node
In half-duplex wireless communications, it would lead to a collision if two senders transmit data concurrently. In contrast, full duplex technique makes it possible if two senders are a pair of nodes, which means these two senders must initiate the PTX to each other simultaneously, and the full duplex transmission might happen between these two nodes. In our design, when a pair of nodes (i.e., the AP and a node) initiate the PTX to each other simultaneously (that is, when a node initiates a PTX to the AP, the AP also initiates a PTX to this node), after decoding the preamble and signatures, both the node and AP will finish the transmission together, as shown in Figure 7 . In Figure 7 (b), for the other nodes, after they receive the preambles of the incoming packets, they would stop their backoff counters to decode the following signatures. Since the signature correlations can be operated simultaneously, then they can detect out the signatures of both the node and AP concurrently, and finally suspend their backoff counters. For the AP, it can receive data while transmitting data, so when AP detects the private signature of node X, Sig(X), it can proceed to execute a PTX since it is sending PTX to node X concurrently. For node X, when node X decodes Sig(DL), it knows that the AP is also executing a PTX to a node, in such case, node X will continue executing PTX to AP until AP sends a CN signal, which will be explained in Section IV-F.
F. CASE COLLISION
In AT-MAC, a collision occurs in one of two situations: (i) multiple nodes initiate PTXs to the AP simultaneously, and (ii) one node initiates a PTX to the AP but the AP initiates a PTX to a third node simultaneously. Note that Case AP↔node introduces a successful transmission, rather than a collision. In our design, AP has multiple correlators and thereby can perform multiple correlation operations simultaneously. When a collision happens, AP can detect all the received signatures, and then send a collision notification (CN) [24] signal to resolve the collision. In Figure 8 , we consider the first situation in Case collision. In this figure, node A and node B initiate a PTX to AP concurrently. When other nodes detect Sig(UL), all of them suspend their backoff counters, since they know the uplink has been occupied by another node. After AP executes correlations, it will detect Sig(A) and Sig(B), and then infer that there is a collision. To resolve the collision, AP directly broadcasts the collision notification (CN) signal which can be well-detected under low SNR. Once the senders (nodes A and B) receive this CN signal, they would immediately stop their ongoing transmissions and re-contend for the channel.
G. SPECIAL SCENARIOS
In this subsection, we specify three special scenarios: 1) when all nodes are UD nodes; 2) when all nodes are DD nodes; and 3) when half-duplex and FD nodes coexist. In the first two scenarios, the FD reduces to the half-duplex. In the third scenario, we discuss the fairness between half-duplex and FD nodes.
For the first two scenarios, we only explain the first scenario, since the second scenario is exactly similar to the first scenario. In the first scenario, among the six cases mentioned in the beginning of Section IV, Case DD→AP and Case AP→DD will not happen since there are no DD nodes. For the other cases, only Case UP→AP has a slightly different design from Section IV-B. When a UD node initiates a PTX to AP, AP in Section IV-B will trigger an STX to a DD node; here, however, AP will not trigger an STX since there are no DD nodes. As a result, in this situation, a FD transmission reduces to a half-duplex transmission. Note, however, that our design still achieves asymmetric transmission since in this scenario each node only has uplink traffic but has no downlink traffic.
For the third scenario, the fairness degree between half-duplex and FD nodes depends on the definition. If the fairness is defined in terms of the PTX opportunity, a FD-enabled node has the same fairness to a half-duplex node, because each node adopts the same protocol parameters and thereby achieves the same channel access opportunity. Note that for a FD node pair, when a PTX is initiated, an STX is possibly triggered as well. However, STX is executed in parallel with PTX, thereby not changing the PTX opportunity. If the fairness is defined in terms of the per-node throughput sum of uplink and downlink, FD nodes should achieve higher throughput than half-duplex nodes. To make them equal, we can set different contention windows (CWs) for the two types of nodes, so that half-duplex nodes have more channel access opportunities than FD nodes. To calculate CWs, we can set the throughput ratio between half-duplex and FD nodes to 1, and then solve the corresponding CW, where the throughput of a half-duplex node can be calculated by (13) in [25] , and the throughput of a FD node can be calculated by (19) and (20) .
V. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
In this section, we analyze the performance of the proposed AT-MAC protocol. We consider an infrastructure-based network. In this network, there are one AP (i.e., node 0), n DD nodes (i.e., nodes 1 to n), and m UD nodes (i.e., nodes n+1 to n+m). We let N = n+m be the total number of nodes except the AP. Let β i , 0 ≤ i ≤ N , be the per-slot average attempt rate of node i (namely, the average number that node i attempts to transmit a packet in a slot), and define β 0 = N i=1 β 0i , where β 0i is the attempt rate of the AP when it transmits data to node i.
In 802.11 networks, β i is achieved through setting the minimum and maximum contention windows (CWmin and CWmax), where CWmax = 2 m CWmin and m is the maximum backoff stage. In saturation, [25] gave the relationship between β i and the minimum CW, CW min,i , as follows.
where p i is the collision probability of node i, and can be calculated by
Given , N , and CW min,i , we can calculate β i s(0 ≤ i ≤ N ) in three steps below
Step 1: Substituting (2) into (1), we can obtain an implicit relationship between β i and β j s (j = i), namely,
Step 2: Express β i s (0 ≤ i ≤ N ) and form an equation system of β i s. Step
Note that in (1), when m = 0 (i.e.,CW min,i = CW max,i CW i ), (1) reduces to
Such a simplified relationship between β i and CW i is reasonable and has been widely adopted in many previous works, such as [26] . From (4), we can see that the value of β i is only constrained by the CW i . For instance, in IEEE 802.11g standard, the range of CW i is (15, 1023), then we have β i ∈ (0.0020, 0.125).
AT-MAC inherits the 802.11 backoff mechanism. That is, before transmission, a node will choose a random backoff count from a contention window, and then performs backoff. The backoff counter decreases by one for each idle MAC slot and is suspended when the channel is busy. We call the time that elapses for one decrement of the backoff counter a generic slot. Below, we first calculate the generic slot, and then we express the throughput of each node.
A. CALCULATION OF THE GENERIC SLOT
To calculate the generic slot, we need to consider the six cases defined in Section IV. For each case, we analyze the PTX/STX transmission probability and the corresponding transmission time. Table 2 lists notations for these probabilities and transmission times. Below, we explain them case by case.
1) CASE DD→AP
When a DD node initiates a PTX to AP, AP will also trigger an STX to this DD node immediately.
Let → P PTX DDAP (i) be the transmission probability that DD node i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, successfully initiates a PTX. We have
Equation (5) states that DD node i can successfully access the channel and initiate a PTX to AP only if all other nodes and AP do not access the channel.
Let P STX DD→AP (i) be the transmission probability that AP triggers an STX to DD node i, after it receives a PTX request from a DD node. In our design, whenever the AP receives a PTX from a DD node, it always triggers an STX to the DD node. Therefore, we have P STX DD→AP (i) = 1. Let T DD→AP be the corresponding transmission time when Case DD→AP occurs. From Figure 2 , we know that T DD→AP includes an asymmetric FD transmission time T asym , a SIFS interval time, an ACK time, and a DIFS interval time. Note that T DD→AP is one type of the generic slot, which denotes the time that elapses for one decrement of the backoff counter. For a successful or unsuccessful transmission, the suspended backoff counter reduces by 1 only if the suspended node senses channel idle for a DIFS duration. Because of this reason, T DD→AP should include the DIFS duration. In addition, T asym is shown in Figure 4 (b). In this case, AP should first decode the preamble and the signatures of a PTX, and then start the STX. Therefore, T asym is equal to the sum of the preamble transmission time T p , the signatures transmission time 2T sig , and the STX transmission time T STX , namely, T asym = T p + 2T sig + T STX . In short, we have
Note that from Figure 4 (b), we know that both the whole transmission time of PTX and STX contain a preamble transmission time, the transmission time of two signatures, and a data transmission time. In this paper, we assume that the AP and all nodes have the same packet sizes, and hence we have T PTX = T STX = T p + 2T sig + T data , where T data is the data transmission time of PTX or STX, and is defined in Table 3 .
2) CASE UD→AP
When a UD node initiates a PTX to AP, AP will trigger an STX to one DD node, instead of this UD node. This is because a UD node only requires less downlink throughput, while a DD node requires more. Then AP will allocate more resource to a DD node. Let P PTX UD→AP (i) be the transmission probability that UD node i, n + 1 ≤ i ≤ N , initiates a PTX to AP successfully. Then we have
Let P STX UD→AP (j) be the transmission probability that AP triggers an STX to DD node j, 1 ≤ j ≤ n, after it receives a PTX request from a UD node. From Section IV-B, AP only triggers an STX to the DD node which satisfies SIR > γ th . Let S i DD be the set of DD nodes that satisfy this condition when UD node i initiates a PTX, and Card(S i DD ) be the cardinality of set S i DD . In this paper, we assume that AP triggers an STX to each DD node in S i DD with the same probability. Then P STX UD→AP (j) can be expressed as
Let T UD→AP be the corresponding transmission time when Case UD→AP happens. From Figure 2 and Figure 6 (b), we know that T UD→AP can be expressed by (6) . That is to say, T UD→AP = T DD→AP .
3) CASE AP→DD
When AP initiates a PTX to a DD node, the UD nodes can continue contending for the channel, and the winner will trigger an STX to AP.
Let P PTX AP→DD (i) be the transmission probability that AP initiates a PTX to DD node i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n. We have
(9) means that only AP initiates a PTX, and transmits data to DD node i, while all other nodes do not transmit. Let P STX AP→DD (j) be the transmission probability that UD node j, n + 1 ≤ j ≤ N , successfully triggers an STX to AP in a slot, after AP initiates a PTX to a DD node. Like the STX in Case UD→AP, only the UD nodes, which satisfy SIR > γ th , can proceed to contending for the uplink channel. Let S i UD denote the set of UD nodes that satisfy the above condition when AP initiates a PTX to DD node i. So P STX AP→DD (j) can be expressed as
Let P STX AP→DD (idle) be the idle probability that, during the PTX transmission process of Case AP→DD, all the UD nodes (which satisfy SIR > γ th ) do not start an STX to AP in a slot. We have
Let P STX AP→DD (Col) be the collision probability that when more than one UD node triggers an STX at the same time in a slot. We have
In our protocol design, once the collision occurs, AP would immediately stop its current PTX, and broadcast a CN signal to stop all STXs.
Therefore, from (9), (10), (11), and (12), the transmission time T AP→DD can be expressed as
σ is a MAC slot time; T PTX is the transmission time of a PTX, and is defined in Section V-A-1), as shown in Figure 6 (b); L is the slot number of the payload transmission in PTX, and can be obtained by L = T data σ ; T CN is the transmission time of the CN signal.
In the following, we explain P i (1 ≤ i ≤ 3) in (13) and each instance of T AP→DD .
• P 1 is the transmission probability that when AP initiates a PTX to a DD node, all the UD nodes (which satisfy SIR > γ th ) do not trigger an STX during the payload transmission time of PTX. As shown in Figure 5 (b), if UD node B and UD node K don't transmit data to AP in T payload (T payload = Lσ ), then the asymmetric transmission time is just equal to T PTX . So, we have T AP→DD = T 1 , where SIFS, ACK, and DIFS, respectively, denote a SIFS interval time, an ACK time, and a DIFS interval time, as shown in Figure 2 .
• P 2 is the transmission probability that when AP initiates a PTX to a DD node, only one UD node triggers an STX to AP after k slots' contention. Taking Figure 6 (b) as an example, AP initiates a PTX to DD node A, UD node B and K first decode the preamble of PTX, and then proceed to contending for the channel. After k slots, UD node B successfully access the channel and starts an STX to AP. So, the asymmetric transmission time contains three components: the preamble time of PTX T p , the system idle time before UD node starts the STX kσ, 1 ≤ k ≤ L, and the STX transmission time of UD node T STX . Then we have T AP→DD = T 2 .
FIGURE 9.
The transmission procedure of the collision in Case AP→DD.
• P 3 is the collision probability that when more than one UD node initiate an STX simultaneously after k slots' contention. In Case AP→DD, as shown in Figure 9 , the collision will occur if AP receives multiple preambles. In this situation, AP would immediately broadcast the CN signal to stop all current transmissions. From 
4) CASE AP→UD
When AP initiates a PTX to UD node, this UD node will trigger an STX to AP at once. Let P PTX AP→UD (i) be the transmission probability that AP initiates a PTX to UD node i successfully. Then we have
Let P STX AP→UD (i) be the transmission probability that UD node i successfully triggers an STX to AP, after it receives a PTX request from AP. Like the STX in Case DD→AP, when AP initiates a PTX to a UD node, this UD node will always trigger an STX to AP. So, we let P STX AP→UD (i) = 1. Let T AP→UD be the corresponding transmission time when Case AP→UD happens. From Section IV-D, we know that the transmission procedure of Case AP→UD is similar to that of Case DD→AP. That is, we can compute T AP→UD by (6) as well. Then we have T AP→UD = T DD→AP .
5) CASE AP↔NODE
When a pair of AP and node initiates a PTX to each other simultaneously, then an STX will not be triggered.
Let P STX AP↔node (i) be the transmission probability that AP and node i initiate a PTX to each other at the same time. We have (15) states that AP initiates a PTX to node i, and node i also initiates a PTX to AP at the same time, however, all the other nodes do not initiate a PTX.
Let T AP↔node be the corresponding transmission time that when Case AP↔node occurs. As AP and node initiate a PTX at the same time, then both of them will transmit the preamble together. After that, they transmit the payload of their PTX to each other. In this case, the asymmetric FD transmission time is equal to a PTX transmission time. So, we have
6) CASE COLLISION
When Case collision happens (as mentioned in Section IV-F), AP will broadcast a CN signal to stop all current transmissions. Let P PTX Col be the collision probability that when Case collision happens. From (5), (8), (10), (15), and (16), P PTX Col can be computed by (17) , as shown at the top of the next page. Note that in (17) , P PTX idle is the idle probability that the system is idle (i.e., both nodes and the AP do not initiate transmission), and can be calculated by
(17) means that when AP and node contend for a PTX, the system will be in collision if the system is not in idle state and the above five cases do not occur. Let T Col be the corresponding collision time that when Case collision happens. From Figure 2 and Figure 8 , we know that once the collision occurs, the CN signal would stop all the current PTXs, and then the payload of PTX will not be transmitted. In this case, the asymmetric transmission time only includes the preamble time of PTX T p the signatures transmission time 2T sig , and the CN time T CN . So, we have
7) EXPRESSION OF THE GENERIC SLOT
Let be the generic slot. Considering the transmission probability and the corresponding transmission time for the six cases, can be expressed by (20) where the relationship between T AP→DD and P i , 1 ≤ i ≤ 3, can refer to (13) .
AP , 1 ≤ i ≤ N denote that throughput from AP to each node i. Let denote the system throughput, which is the sum of the throughput of the AP (i.e., all downlink transmission) and all nodes (i.e., all uplink transmission). Below, we calculate the per-node throughput and the system throughput.
1) THROUGHPUT OF DD NODE
DD node i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, can transmit a packet successfully only in the two cases: 1) Case DD→AP, i.e., when DD node i initiates a PTX to AP, AP will trigger an STX to DD node i; 2) Case AP ↔ node, i.e., when DD node i and AP begin a PTX to each other simultaneously. So, the throughput of DD node i, i DD , can be calculated by
where P STX DD→AP (i) = 1 represents that, in Case DD→AP, AP will always trigger an STX to DD node i; s denotes the payload size of a packet; E( ) denotes the mean generic slot, and can be calculated by (20) .
2) THROUGHPUT OF UD NODE
UD node i, n + 1 ≤ i ≤ N can transmit a packet successfully only in the four cases: 1) Case UD→AP, i.e., when UD node i initiates a PTX to AP, AP will trigger an STX to one DD node; 2) Case AP→DD, i.e., when AP initiates a PTX to a DD node, and UD node i triggers an STX to AP after contending with other UD nodes; 3) Case AP→UD, i.e., when AP initiates a PTX to UD node i, and UD node i triggers an STX to AP immediately; and 4) Case AP↔node, i.e., when UD node i and AP begin a PTX to each other simultaneously. Then the throughput of UD node i, i UD , can be calculated by (22) , as shown at the top of this page. In (22),
P PTX AP→DD (j) denotes the probability that in Case AP→DD, no matter which DD node AP chooses to initiate a PTX, UD node i successfully triggers an STX to AP after k slots; j∈S i DD P STX UD→AP (j) = 1 denotes that in Case UD→AP, no matter which DD node AP selects to start the STX, UD node i always transmit data to AP; P STX AP→UD (i) = 1 denotes that in Case AP→UD, UD node i always trigger an STX to AP.
3) THROUGHPUT OF AP
AP can transmit a packet to DD node i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n successfully only in the four cases: 1) Case DD→AP, i.e., when DD node i initiates a PTX to AP, AP will trigger an STX to DD node i; 2) Case UD→AP, i.e., when one UD node initiates a PTX to AP, and AP triggers an STX to DD node i; 3) Case AP→DD, i.e., when AP initiates a PTX to DD node i, no collision occurs when UD nodes contend for an STX; and 4) Case AP ↔ node, i.e., when DD node i and AP begin a PTX to each other simultaneously. Then the throughput from AP to DD node i, i AP , 1 ≤ i ≤ n can be calculated by (23) , as shown at the top of this page.
AP can transmit a packet to UD node i, n+1 ≤ i ≤ N , successfully only in the two cases: 1) Case AP→UD, i.e., when AP initiates a PTX to UD node i, UD node i will trigger an STX to AP; and 2) Case AP ↔ node, i.e., when UD node i and AP begin a PTX to each other simultaneously. Then the throughput from AP to UD node i, i AP , n + 1 ≤ i ≤ N , can be calculated by
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4) SYSTEM THROUGHPUT
From (21), (22), (23), and (24), the system throughput can be calculated by
VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we first verify our theoretical model using our C++-based simulator, which has been adopted in our previous works [17] , [27] , and then compare our AT-MAC design with a recent FD protocol called PoCMAC [7] , and the original FD MAC design called SimpleFD [4] . 
A. VALIDATION OF OUR AT-MAC PROTOCOL
In the simulation, we consider a saturated smart-home network consisting of one AP, n = 3 DD nodes (DD1, DD2, and DD3), and m = 3 UD nodes (UD4, UD5, and UD6). The topology is shown in Figure 10 . In this topology, all nodes are randomly distributed around AP. When a UD node initiates a PTX to AP, AP only chooses one of DD nodes, which is not the neighbor of this UD node, as its downlink receiver, since the interference is very strong so that its neighborhood node cannot receive data correctly. For example, when UD4 starts a PTX to AP, AP only chooses DD1 as its receiver, since the interference at DD2 and DD3 are too strong. The other parameters are set by IEEE 802.11g, and are listed in Table 3 . Note that in this table, according to IEEE 802.11 standard, the basic rate is used for the preamble transmission, the header transmission, and the ACK transmission, whereas the data rate is used to the payload transmission of a packet, the signature transmission, and the CN signal transmission. Each simulation run lasts for 200 seconds. In all figures, the labels ''ana_uplink'' and ''sim_uplink'', respectively, denote the theoretical throughput (eg., (21) and (22)) and simulation throughput of the uplink (from node to AP); the labels ''ana_downlink'' and ''sim_downlink'', respectively, denote the theoretical throughput (eg., (23) and (24)) and simulation throughput of the downlink (from AP to node); the label ''ana_system'' and ''sim_system'', respectively, denote the theoretical system throughput (e.g., (25) ) and the simulation system throughput. Besides that, we only adopt the CW as the x-axis coordinate of all figures, because the CW is the most important factor which affects the throughput of AT-MAC. Note that the impact of other parameters (such as the node number) on the throughput of AT-MAC is very similar to that on the 802.11 throughput, which has been extensively studied by previous works, such as [25] and [26] . Below, we detail the simulation results. ) to 100, 200, . . . , 700. In this figure, our target is to allocate more downlink throughput to a DD node than to its uplink throughput, since the DD node requires more downlink throughput. From this figure, we have three observations. 1) The downlink curves, sim_downlink, is always larger than the uplink curves, sim_uplink, no matter how CW changes. This manifests that our AT-MAC design can well achieve the asymmetric transmission for a DD node, namely, it can allocate a DD node more bandwidth for downlink than uplink. 2) With the increasing of CW, both the downlink and uplink curves decrease. For instance, as CW varies from 100 to 700, the downlink throughput decreases from 8.6645 Mbps to 4.2979 Mbps. The reason can be explained as follows. From (4), we know that the attempt rate decreases as the contention window size increases; as a result, a DD node has a few opportunities to initiate a transmission, thereby leading to lower throughput. 3) The simulation curves (sim_uplink and sim_downlink) closely match the corresponding theoretical curves (ana_uplink and ana_downlink). This manifests that our theoretical model is very accurate. Figure 11 (b) plots the average uplink throughput and the average downlink throughput of a UD node. The simulation results almost repeat the results in Figure 11 (a), expect that the uplink throughput is always higher than the downlink throughput. For example, when CW changes from 100 to 700, the uplink throughput of UD node decreases from 5.2947 Mbps to 2.3983 Mbps, whereas the downlink throughput decreases from 0.6872 Mbps to 0.3255 Mbps, and is always lower than its uplink throughput. This manifest that our AT-MAC design can well achieve the asymmetric transmission for the UD nodes, namely, transmits more uplink packets than its downlink packets. Figure 11 (c) plots the system throughput when CW varies from 100 to 700. From this figure, we can see that 1) with the increasing of CW, the system throughput decreases. This is because the attempt rate decreases as CW increases, as calculated by (2), i.e., the bigger the CW value, the smaller the attempt rate is, and then the lower the system performance can obtain. 2) The simulation curves, sim_system, well match the theoretical curves, ana_system. For example, when CW is larger than 200, the simulation results almost overlap the corresponding theoretical results. This again manifests that our theoretical derivation in Section V is accurate.
B. COMPARISON AMONG OUR AT-MAC, POCMAC, AND SIMPLEFD
In this section, we compare our AT-MAC with a recent interference-based FD scheme (called PoCMAC) in [7] , and the original FD MAC scheme (called SimpleFD) in [4] , in terms of per-node throughput, system throughput, fairness, packet delivery ratio (PDR), and delay.
In SimpleFD, when a node initiates a transmission to AP, AP will immediately trigger a reverse transmission if AP has the packet towards this node. In PoCMAC, if a node has the minimum interference to the ongoing transmission, it will be assigned a smallest CW size and therefore has a highest probability to win in the contention. In the comparison, we repeat the simulation in Section VI.A, except that 1) each node has an attempt rate, β i , whereas AP has an attempt rate β 0 = (n + m)β i to balance the upload and downlink traffic, 2) the CW of each node varies from 20 to 70. In addition, the other default parameter settings for PoCMAC are the same as those in [7] . That is, to calculate the CW size of each node, we set ω α and ω β to 16 and 2, respectively. Below, we explain the comparison results, as shown in Figure 12 , Figure 13 , Figure 14 , and Table 4 . From these two figures, we can see that as the CW of each node varies from 20 to 70, our AT-MAC protocol can always achieve the asymmetric transmission, namely, AT-MAC can always allocate more downlink resource to the DD node, as shown in Figure 12 (a), and allocate more uplink resource to the UD node, as shown in Figure 12(b) . In contrast, SimpleFD and PoCMAC can only achieve the symmetric transmission, i.e., the uplink throughput is always equal to the downlink throughput for each node. The basic reason is that, in SimpleFD, when a node initiates a PTX to AP, AP will always trigger an STX back to this node, and vice versa. So, the transmission of SimpleFD is symmetric. For PoCMAC, when the uplink sender is determined, the selection of the downlink receiver is only based on the interference at each node, i.e., a node with the smallest interference will have the highest probability to be the downlink sender, and then such protocol is only interference-based protocol, and without considering the requirement of each node. Therefore, the transmission in PoCMAC mainly depends on node position. This manifest that SimpleFD and PoCMAC fail to consider the asymmetric transmission, whereas ours do so. Figure 12 (c) compares the system throughput among our AT-MAC protocol, PoCMAC, and SimpleFD. From this figure, we have the following two observations.
• Both our AT-MAC protocol and SimpleFD can substantially outperform PoCMAC in terms of throughput. On one hand, the contention overheads of our AT-MAC and SimpleFD are smaller than that of PoCMAC. AT-MAC and SimpleFD adopt the IEEE 802.11 basic mode (i.e., the transmission procedure follows the pattern: Contention/DATA/ACK) to initiate each FD transmission, whereas PoCMAC adopts the revised RTS/CTS mode (i.e., the transmission RTS/CTS mode introduces one more round contention and three additional control frames (i.e., RTS, CTS-U, and CTS-D). This will increase the contention overhead significantly, thereby decreasing the system throughput of PoCMAC. Note that PoCMAC cannot adopt the basic mode, because PoCMAC requires two-round contentions to determine a FD transmission, while the basic mode only supports one-round contention. On the other hand, the FD transmission widens the system throughput gap among AT-MAC, SimpleFD, and PoCMAC, where the system throughput is defined to be the sum of uplink and downlink throughputs of all nodes. For example, as shown in Figure 12 (a), the sum of the uplink and downlink throughputs for a DD node in AT-MAC is above 11 Mbps, while the sum for a node in PoCMAC is about 8 Mbps. In this example, we consider a 6-node network. That is why the system throughput gap between AT-MAC and PoCMAC is around 20 Mbps, as shown in Figure 12 (c).
• As the CW increases, SimpleFD obtains a slightly higher system throughput than ours. This is because our bandwidth allocation among nodes is to provide service differentiation, rather than maximize the system throughput. This is the price that we pay in order to provide service differentiation. In Table 4 , we compare Jain's fairness index [28] , which measures the fairness degree, among our AT-MAC protocol, PoCMAC, and SimpleFD. In this example, the fairness is defined in terms of uplink and downlink traffic loads. The Jain's fairness index is computed by (x i +y i ) 2 2(x 2 i +y 2 i )
, where x i is the uplink throughput from node i to AP, and y i is the downlink throughput from AP to node i. The higher the index, the more the fairness obtained. From this table, Jain's fairness index is about 0.8 for our design, and goes to 1 in SimpleFD and PoCMAC. The reason is that our target is to achieve asymmetric transmission, while their targets are to achieve symmetric transmission. Figure 13 compares the packet delivery ratio (PDR) among AT-MAC, PoCMAC, and SimpleFD. PDR is defined as the ratio of the number of packets successfully received by all receivers (denoted by x) to the number of packets transmitted by all senders (denoted by y), and can be computed by x y . From this figure, we have the following observations. First, as the CW increases, the PDRs of these three protocols all increase. For example, as CW increases from 20 to 70, the PDR of AT-MAC increases from 0.7278 to 0.9178, the PDR of SimpleFD increases from 0.7403 to 0.9269, while the PDR of PoCMAC increases from 0.7020 to 0.8148. This is because increasing the CW will decrease the collision probability, thereby increasing the PDR. Second, the PDR of our AT-MAC almost overlaps that of SimpleFD, and both of them are always higher than that of PoCMAC. For example, as the CW increases from 20 to 70, the PDR difference between AT-MAC and SimpleFD is only 1.33%, but AT-MAC can obtain a 9.44% PDR improvement over PoCMAC. This is because in PoCMAC, two-round contentions are introduced to determine the uplink sender and the downlink receiver. The collision may occur in each contention, leading to a larger collision probability and a lower PDR. In contrast, SimpleFD only has one round contention, and our AT-MAC also has one round contention in most cases except Case AP→UD, as described in Section IV. As a result, the scheme in SimpleFD and our scheme have a smaller collision probability and a higher PDR. Figure 14 compares the MAC access delay among AT-MAC, PoCMAC, and SimpleFD, where the MAC access delay is defined as the time interval between when the packet becomes the head of line (HOL) (denoted by t 1 ) and when the ACK frame is successfully received (denoted by t 2 ), and therefore can be calculated by t 2 − t 1 . From this figure, we have the following observations. First, as the CW increases, the delay of each protocol increases. For example, as CW varies from 20 to 70, the delay of AT-MAC increases from 0.8450 ms to 1.1395 ms, the delay of SimpleFD increases from 0.8912 ms to 1.1962 ms, but the delay of PoCMAC increases from 1.2530 ms to 1.5138 ms. This is because as the CW increases, the contention time increases, leading to a large MAC access delay. Second, the delay of PoCMAC is the highest. This is because PoCMAC adopts the two-round contentions and therefore introduces more delay. Third, the delay of our AT-MAC is the lowest. For example, AT-MAC has a mean MAC access delay, which is about 5.18% lower than that of SimpleFD, and about 27.29% lower than that of PoCMAC. This is because in AT-MAC, when a collision happens, we transmit a very short CN signal to abort the ongoing transmission immediately, while the scheme in SimpleFD needs to wait for a long ACK timeout.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a novel full duplex MAC design, AT-MAC, to achieve asymmetric transmission according to the requirement of each user. We then theoretically analyze the performance of AT-MAC. After that, we validate our design through extensive simulations, and the simulation results verify that our design is feasible and our theoretical model is accurate. It has been well known that asymmetric transmission is dominant in smart home networks. This study is very helpful in designing more efficient MAC protocols that can fully utilize the advantage of wireless FD. 
